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Will Seoul become Asia’s next major art hub?
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From 2 to 5 September Seoul held its rst Frieze art fair. Frieze Seoul is a new international
art fair by the team behind the fairs that began with Frieze London in 2003.
Frieze Seoul featured over 110 in uential art galleries from across Asia and beyond, with a
primary focus on contemporary art. Focus Asia was the section of the fair dedicated to
galleries aged 12 years or younger and it featured 10 emerging galleries from the continent.
Reviews of the fair are talking about the enthusiasm of the public and especially the potential
of the Korean capital to be the next major art market in the region. In his article for Surface
Magazine, Ryan Waddoups asks, will Seoul become Asia’s next major art hub?
In recent years, Korean pop culture— lm, design, fashion, and especially music—has enjoyed a
swift rise to prominence. “There’s no reason why ne art shouldn’t follow,” dealer Patrick Lee,
the former executive director of Seoul’s Gallery Hyundai, tells the Financial Times. Thus
heralds the arrival of Frieze Seoul (2–5 September), which Lee is spearheading as director.
Launching this week in the South Korean capital alongside the longstanding Korea
International Art Fair (Kiaf, 3–6 September) at the COEX Centre in the popular Gangnam
District, it marks the art fair’s inaugural foray into the burgeoning Asian market.
Lee has every reason to be optimistic. The South Korean art market is expected to surpass a
trillion won (USD 760 million) this year, according to research from the Korea Arts
Management Service, which recorded 916 billion won (USD 682 million) in 2020 and 381
billion won (USD 284 million) the year before. Credit attractive economic conditions for
collectors—South Korea doesn’t impose import duty on artworks, and its president, Yoon Sukyeol, has pledged USD 3.66 billion to cultivate the arts. While promising, those numbers pale
in comparison to China, which recorded USD 13.4 billion worth of art sales in 2021.

Read the full article here.
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